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Parameterizing a borosilicate waste glass degradation model
William L. Ebert1 and James L. Jerden Jr.1

Borosilicate waste glass degradation models must quantify the effects of the solution composition on the dissolution rate. Here, we
present results of modified ASTM C1285 tests conducted at 90 °C with AFCI and LRM glasses to determine whether dependencies of
dissolution rates on the pH, Al, and Si concentrations must be included. Solution compositions were modified from those generated
by glass dissolution alone by adding small amounts of K4SiO4 glass, Al(OH)3•2H2O, and a concentrated NaOH solution when the
tests were initiated. Results show rate laws for the initial and resumption regimes must include pH dependences, but the residual
rate can be modeled independent of the pH, Al, and Si concentrations. Triggering the resumption rate probably depends on the pH,
Si, and Al concentrations and perhaps other aspects of the glass composition. A waste glass degradation model using is being
parameterized using tests with a range of waste glass compositions to quantify these dependencies.
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INTRODUCTION
The degradation rates of borosilicate glass waste forms when
contacted by seepage water in breached waste packages will be
used to define radionuclide source terms in contaminant transport
calculations performed to assess the combined performance of
the engineered and natural systems and ensure regulatory dose
limits will be met throughout the service life of a disposal
facility.1,2 Glass degradation includes the dissolution of glass
constituents into solution and the transformation of glass to
secondary phases through either restructuring or coupled
dissolution/precipitation processes. Various laboratory tests have
shown that the degradation rates of borosilicate glasses
representing likely waste form compositions are affected by both
solubility and mass transfer limits. The experimentally observed
degradation process is commonly described as occurring in three
stages as the system evolves over time.1,3,4 This is illustrated by
the curves in Fig. 1a, where the abscissa represents the
transformation of glass to an assemblage of thermodynamically
stable secondary phases and the ordinate represents the fraction
of glass degraded as the transformation progresses.3 The slopes of
the curves essentially represent the instantaneous glass dissolu-
tion rates attained as the system evolves and the rate-controlling
process changes. The solution composition and the glass surface
composition and structure all change as the glass degrades and
different secondary phases are generated over time. Although the
degradation process involves several coupled processes and a
sequence of alteration phases may be generated, the overall
behavior commonly observed in laboratory testing is well
represented by this simple model. Stage 1 represents the
degradation under dilute solution conditions wherein both
solubility and transport effects are negligible and glass dissolution
occurs at a kinetically controlled rate that depends primarily on
the glass composition, temperature, and solution pH. Stage 2
represents the slowing dissolution owing to attenuation of the
kinetic rate by solution feedback effects, wherein solubility limits
result in the formation of a clay-like surface alteration layer that
may act as a transport barrier that further slows glass dissolution.

The combined effects of solubility and transport limits can slow
Stage 2 degradation to a very low rate that is commonly referred
to as the residual rate. Both reaction affinity-based models5–7 and
mass transport-based models8,9 successfully quantify Stage 2
dissolution behavior and the transition from a nearly constant
Stage 1 rate to a nearly constant residual rate as degradation
occurs. Stage 3 refers to the resumption of dissolution at a rate
much higher than the residual rate that has been observed to
occur in tests with many glasses coincidentally with the
precipitation of secondary phases (usually zeolites such as
analcime or phillipsite).10–12 The generation of a phase that is
more readily formed than those constituting the alteration layer
triggers the resumption of dissolution at a higher rate. That higher
rate is referred to herein as the Stage 3 rate. The growth of new
phases that are thermodynamically more stable than the glass
increases the reaction affinity for glass dissolution and may
destabilize the surface alteration layer such that the glass
degradation rate increases significantly relative to the residual
rate, although it remains much slower than the Stage 1 rate.
Dissolution of the glass (and perhaps also dissolution of the
surface alteration layer) provides components required for the
new secondary phase(s) to grow and the rates become coupled.
This is how the glass transforms to stable alteration phases. Figure
1a is drawn to illustrate changes in the glass dissolution kinetics
between the different reaction stages, but neither the fraction
reacted nor the reaction progress are drawn to scale.
The generation of secondary phase that result in Stage 3

degradation behavior has not been observed in tests with all
surrogate waste glasses or under all test conditions. The residual
rate has persisted through the longest test duration in those
cases.13,14 The failure of appropriate secondary phases to nucleate
precludes Stage 3 behavior. The conditions that trigger and
maintain Stage 3 behavior (i.e., the nucleation and growth of rate-
affecting secondary phases, respectively) remain to be determined
and taken into account in glass degradation models. Likewise, the
effect of the glass composition on the assemblage of phases that
form and Stage 3 behavior remain to be quantified. It was recently
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suggested that the composition and structure of the alteration
layer generated during Stage 2 will affect whether zeolites
triggering Stage 3 behavior will form or not.15,16 Whereas most
laboratory tests are conducted as closed systems, the influx of
seepage water and container corrosion will affect the solution
composition and provide nutrients for secondary phase formation
and growth. Therefore, the full range of possible environmental
conditions must be considered when predicting long-term glass
degradation behavior, not only conditions generated by dissolu-
tion of the glass itself. For example, degradation of concrete
barriers in the engineered disposal facility could cause the pH in
seepage water to be much higher than those generated by glass
dissolution during laboratory tests.
Different models have been developed to represent the

degradation behavior of waste glasses in a disposal system over
the long times required for radionuclide isolation. These models
tend to emphasize either (1) thermodynamic control based on the
reaction affinity for glass dissolution in an evolving solution
chemistry or (2) kinetic control based on mass transfer through
evolving surface alteration layers. Most rate equations were
developed based on experimental observations of Stage 1 and
Stage 2 behaviors and Stage 3 behavior has been modeled using
ad hoc modifications of those equations.9,17 However, experi-
mental observations indicate the Stage 3 rate remains nearly
constant (within experimental uncertainty limits) as the small
amounts of glass used in most laboratory tests are completely
dissolved;14,18,19 neither the diffusion-based nor the reaction
affinity-based models developed to represent Stage 2 are
consistent with a constant Stage 3 rate. Furthermore, a constant
Stage 3 rate is counter-intuitive because the surface areas of glass
and secondary phase(s) change throughout the transformation.
A process model that is consistent with key observations of

Stage 3 behavior was developed based on theories for
incongruent mineral dissolution in which the glass dissolution
and secondary phase precipitation kinetics are coupled through
the transfer of common species from the glass to the secondary
phase.20,21 The common solution couples the dissolution and
precipitation processes. A generic formulation of the rate equation
in that model is

ratecoupled ¼ rateðglassÞf rateðsecondary phaseÞ
f

rateðglassÞf þ rateðsecondary phaseÞ
f

1� exp
ΔGðglassÞ þ ΔGðsecondary phaseÞ

RT

� �� �
;

(1)

where “secondary phase” refers to the thermodynamically most
stable secondary phase in the system. This has the same general
form as the reaction affinity model, wherein a kinetic rate term is
attenuated by a thermodynamic affinity term (in brackets). The

terms ΔG(glass) and ΔG(secondary phase) represent the free energy
changes for dissolving glass constituents into solution and for
growing the most stable secondary phase from solution,
respectively. The sum of those terms represents changes in the
free energy of the system as it evolves from the initial state in Fig.
1a (glass with no secondary phases), through perhaps several
intermediate states as different secondary phases form, and
culminating in the final state in Fig. 1a, at which point the glass
has completely transformed to stable secondary phases. The
terms ratef

(glass) and ratef
(secondary phase) represent the kinetic

(forward) rates for the glass dissolution and secondary phase
precipitation and growth reactions. Discontinuities will occur each
time a new secondary phase forms that establishes new values of
ΔG(secondary phase) and ratef

(secondary phase). Glass dissolution may be
coupled to the precipitation rates of several secondary phases and
the relative effect of each phase may change as the transforma-
tion proceeds. However, the most-significant change in the
coupled dissolution rate occurs when the first zeolite forms
(indicated by Point P in Fig. 1a). The free energy differences
between increasingly more-stable zeolites that may form by
Ostwald ripening are small relative to the free energy difference
between the glass and the first-formed zeolite. Therefore, changes
in the Stage 3 rate beyond Point P are expected to be within
experimental uncertainty. Interruptions in the supply of a nutrient
provided by an external source would significantly affect the
Stage 3 behavior.
It is likely that different secondary phases trigger and maintain

Stage 3 dissolution behavior: Stage 3 is probably triggered by the
nucleation of a kinetically favored phase that serves as a precursor
for a different thermodynamically favored phase, the growth of
which controls the Stage 3 rate. The transition from glass
dissolution being coupled with two (or more) secondary phases
appears to occur quickly based on experimental results, but is
probably not instantaneous. The finite time span and transition
can be modeled as occurring instantaneously at Point P, but the
dependencies of ratef

(secondary phase) values for the nucleating
phase that triggers Stage 3 and the stable phase that maintains
the Stage 3 rate on the solution composition can be different. The
tests discussed herein were conducted to determine those
dependencies.
We speculate that the relative surface areas of glass and

secondary phases do not significantly affect the coupled glass
dissolution rate during Stage 3 because changes in the individual
dissolution and precipitation rates in the kinetic term (which is
outside the brackets in Equation 1) compensate for the changing
surface areas and maintain a constant coupled rate. The same
mechanism may also control the residual rate, in which case the
glass dissolution rate is coupled with the low precipitation rates of
phases comprising the alteration layer, such as clays. The

Fig. 1 Schematic representations of glass dissolution behavior a to differentiate rates controlled by different mechanisms and b to simulate
degradation of disposed waste glass
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difference between the residual and Stage 3 rates is that the rapid
precipitation of zeolites does not attenuate the kinetic rate to the
same extent as does the slow precipitation of clays.
Because it is impossible to measure the individual precipitation

and dissolution rates or the surface areas of the glass or secondary
phases, the kinetics that is observed experimentally as the residual
and Stage 3 rates must be determined empirically from test
results. The dashed lines in Fig. 1a illustrate limiting rates for the
Stage 1, residual, and Stage 3 glass degradation behaviors. Both
reaction affinity-based and mass transfer-based models quantify
the deviation in the dissolution rate from an initial limiting
maximum rate (when the reaction affinity is one or before a
diffusion barrier forms) to an eventual limiting minimum rate
when the reaction affinity is nearly zero or when the diffusion
layer is very thick. Variance in the time required to attain the
residual rate is calculated based on the evolution of the reaction
affinity or mass transfer over time. We refer to the use of these
limiting rates without explicitly tracking the time dependences as
the Stage 3 model21 and are using laboratory tests to determine
limiting rates and the dependencies of the rates and when the
rate changes on environmental variables. As will be shown in the
following, the limiting residual and Stage 3 rates are being
determined by regression fits to subsets of test data showing
residual or Stage 3 dissolution behavior and when the behavior
changes.
The semi-empirical approach described herein was developed

to take Stage 3 degradation behavior into account within the glass
degradation model used to calculate radionuclide source terms in
contaminant transport models.22–24 Those calculations use time-
averaged property values for the environmental values and glass
dissolution rate that may change for each time step. The time
required to evolve from Stage 1 behavior to residual rate behavior
(and the uncertainty in determining when that occurred) is
negligible relative to the duration of the time steps used for
performance assessments, which is typically on the order of
200–1000 years. The residual and Stage 3 rates are derived from
the time dependences of test results and the y-intercept of the
line fit to the residual rate represents the release during Stage 1
and until the residual rate is attained.
Although this approach is unnecessarily simplistic for modeling

glass dissolution on the time scale of laboratory experiments, it is
appropriate for modeling glass dissolution for times required to
assess the performance of waste disposal facilities over regulated
containment periods. Contaminant transport simulations that can
span a million years commonly use time steps of several hundred
years, for which the computational costs of representing glass
dissolution kinetics in detail are not justified. Detailed representa-
tions of transitions between rate-controlling processes are not
necessary and might not be implementable. The approach
described herein captures the mechanistic aspects of glass
corrosion needed to predict long-term glass degradation behavior
and the impacts of key environmental variables to provide reliable
source term values for radionuclides released as glass degrades
that can be used in transport calculations.
Figure 1b shows the proposed use of the Stage 1, residual, and

Stage 3 rates derived from test results as described above to
model glass dissolution behavior at a more representative scale
showing the fractions of glass degraded during the different
reaction stages. Dissolution during Stage 1 is represented by the
stoichiometric dissolution of a small mass of glass that depends on
the temperature and pH of the seepage water accumulating in a
breached waste package. The initial composition and temperature
of the seepage water and its accumulation rate will be determined
for each disposal system in a separate model based on
interactions of local groundwater with engineered materials such
as concrete liners and bentonite backfill. Differences in the
dependencies of the amounts of glass dissolved at the Stage 1,
residual, and Stage 3 rates and the Stage 3 trigger on those

variables must be quantified in the glass degradation model. In
the Stage 3 model, Stage 1 dissolution occurs in 1 day after
sufficient seepage water has accumulated in a breached waste
package. The composition of the water within the breached
package is modified by glass dissolution and tracked by the model
to calculate dissolution rates used in subsequent time steps. Glass
dissolution beyond 1 day is modeled to occur at the residual rate
until the Stage 3 rate is triggered at Point P; both of those rates
and when (and if) the Stage 3 trigger occurs depend on the
solution composition.
Glass degradation during the residual and Stage 3 regimes is

simulated using two steps.24 In the first step, glass is dissolved into
solution stoichiometrically at a rate that is a function of the
temperature, pH, and composition of the seepage water. In
the second step, the dissolved species are distributed between the
solution and a solid phase by using element-specific partitioning
coefficients. The solid phase represents the surface alteration layer
during the residual rate regime and represents both the surface
alteration layer and assemblage of secondary phases during the
Stage 3 regime. The partitioning coefficient values used in
the residual and Stage 3 regimes were determined from the
differences between the glass stoichiometry and solution
compositions measured in tests conducted with a range of glass
compositions.22,24 The seepage water that accumulates in the
breached package is treated as a homogeneous well-mixed
solution, the volume and composition of which are updated after
each time step in the contaminant transport model. The transition
from the residual rate to the Stage 3 rate at Point P in Fig. 1b is
presently modeled using the mathematical form of a solubility
product for the rate-affecting secondary phase (which is not
identified) with threshold concentrations of solution species that
are commonly observed to affect the Stage 3 trigger and rate in
laboratory tests. Those tests indicate slow initial nucleation of the
rate-affecting secondary phases (or their precursors) may delay
the Stage 3 trigger after the threshold concentrations have been
exceeded. The duration of the delay is impossible to predict and is
neglected in the Stage 3 model developed for contaminant
transport.
The cumulative release over the three stages of glass

degradation illustrated in Fig. 1b can be expressed as the sum
of releases during each stage of glass degradation:

Cumulative Release ¼ release1þ
XP

1
rateR tTS þ

Xδ

P
rate3 tTS

(2)

where release1 is a constant representing the mass released
during the time step in which sufficient seepage water first
contacts the glass, and rateR and rate3 represent the residual and
Stage 3 rates controlling glass dissolution before and after Stage 3
is triggered. The summations are over the time steps, where tTS is
the duration of the time step, and P and δ represent the time steps
after Stage 3 has been triggered and when the glass has been
completely transformed to secondary phases, respectively. The
dependencies used in the equations for release1, rateR, rate3, and
to determine when to trigger Stage 3 in the glass degradation
model (Point P) are being determined based on the results of
laboratory tests conducted for that purpose.
This paper summarizes the results of an initial series of tests

conducted to develop and demonstrate the approach to
parameterize the rate equations and the Stage 3 trigger used in
the degradation model and determine the environmental
dependencies to be included. The glasses were selected to
highlight environmental effects on two aspects being assessed:
LRM glass was used to provide a relatively high residual rate and
AFCI glass was used to represent glasses showing Stage 3
behavior. These tests are used to determine the environmental
dependencies to be included in the rate laws. Similar tests with
glasses representing a range of waste glass compositions will be
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used to quantify the sensitivities of the parameter values to both
the glass composition and environmental variables and recom-
mend ranges for use in repository models.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Series of tests were conducted with LRM and AFCI glasses and
different amounts of added K4SiO4 glass and Al(OH)3•2H2O and
different initial pH values. The conditions used in each test are
summarized in Table 1 to relate the indexes used to identify tests
conducted under particular imposed conditions. A 3 is included
after the glass identifier to indicate tests in this study were
modified to promote Stage 3 behavior and an “X” is included in

Table 1 to indicate no test was conducted under those conditions.
For example, test LRM3-2 included LRM glass, 0.09 g added K4SiO4

glass, and 0.10 g added Al(OH)3•2H2O, and the demineralized
water leachant was adjusted to about pH 11.5 when the test was
initiated. Tests results are presented using these identifiers.
The boron concentrations measured in the test solutions were

used to quantify the extents of glass dissolution because they
were likely not affected by additives used to vary the pH, Al, K, Na,
and Si concentrations. The boron concentrations were used to
calculate normalized mass losses to directly compare all test
results (see Methods). The results of tests with AFCI glass are
plotted as the cumulative NL(B) v the cumulative test duration in
Fig. 2. Figure 2a shows the results of three tests conducted with

Table 1. Matrix of imposed conditions PCTs (target values)a

Added K4SiO4, g Added Al(OH)3•H2O, g Imposed initial pH(RT) Glass and test number

AFCI3 LRM3

0.09 0.10 10.5, 11.5, 12.5 Xb,X,X −1, −2, −3

0.20 10.5, 11.5, 12.5 X,X,X −11, −12, −13

0.14 0.05 9.5, 10.5, 11.5, 12.5 −1, −2, −3, −4 X,X,X,X

0.10 9.5, 10.5, 11.5, 12.5 −5, −6, −7, −8 X, −4, −5, −6

0.20 9.5, 10.5, 11.5, 12.5 −9, −10, −11, −12 X, −14, −15, −16

0.20 0.10 10.5, 11.5, 12.5 X,X,X −7, −8, −9

0.20 10.5, 11.5, 12.5 X,X,X −17, −18, −19

aTest numbers corresponding to initially imposed Si, Al, and pH(RT) conditions listed as “−1, −2, etc”
b
“X” indicates test not conducted under those conditions

Fig. 2 Plots of calculated NL(B) for imposed conditions PCTs with AFCI glass: a tests AFCI3-4, −8, and −12 with imposed initial pH 12.5, b tests
AFCI3-1, −2, −3, and −4 with about 0.05 g Al(OH)3•2H2O, c tests AFCI3-5, −6, −7 with ~0.10 g Al(OH)3•2H2O, and −8, and d tests AFCI3-9, −10,
−11, and −12 with ~0.20 g Al(OH)3•2H2O. Error bars show estimated test uncertainty
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imposed initial pH values of 12.5 that all triggered to Stage 3
within 85 days. Test AFCI3-12, which had the greatest amount of
added Al(OH)3•2H2O, triggered first and had the highest Stage 3
rate. Test AFCI3-4 had the least added Al(OH)3•2H2O of the three
and the lowest Stage 3 rate. Figs 2b-d show the cumulative NL(B)
values for tests conducted with similar amounts of added Al
(OH)3•2H2O through 105 days and linear regressions. The slopes of
the linear fits represent the residual rates and the y-intercepts
represent the release attributed to Stage 1 dissolution in the Stage
3 model. The residual rates are similar for tests conducted at
imposed pH values of 9.5 (circles), 10.5 (squares), and 11.5
(diamonds), but differ for tests conducted at imposed pH values of
12.5 (triangles) prior to Stage 3. The residual rates were attained
before the first sampling at 21 days under all test conditions. For
modeling purposes, it is assumed that the residual rate was
attained within 1 day and that the y-intercept of the regression

line approximates the value of NL(B) after 1 day. In this way, the y-
intercept represents the total amount of glass that dissolved prior
to when the dissolution rate decreased to the residual rate.
Figure 3 shows the results of tests with LRM glass grouped by

common pH and common amounts of added Al(OH)3•2H2O. None
of the test results for LRM glass indicate that Stage 3 dissolution
behavior occurred and the regression lines show constant residual
rates through 119 days (within the 10% test uncertainty shown by
the uncertainty bars). In general, the slopes and y-intercepts are
slightly higher in tests conducted at higher imposed pH values,
but similar in tests with different amounts of added of K4SiO4 glass
and Al(OH)3•2H2O.
Examination of the reacted solids at the end of each test

showed an abundance of secondary phases formed in the three
tests with AFCI glass that degraded in Stage 3. Secondary phases
were not detected in the other tests with AFCI glass that did not

Fig. 3 Comparison of NL(B) values for imposed conditions PCTs conducted with LRM glass, 0.10 g reagent Al(OH)3•2H2O, and about a 0.09 g
K4SiO4 glass, b 0.14 g K4SiO4 glass, or c 0.20 g K4SiO4 glass, and with LRM glass, 0.20 g reagent Al(OH)3•2H2O, and about d 0.09 g K4SiO4 glass,
e 0.14 g K4SiO4 glass, or f 0.20 g K4SiO4 glass at imposed solution pH values of pH 10.5 (circles), pH 11.5 (squares), or pH 12.5 (diamonds). Error
bars show estimated test uncertainty
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trigger Stage 3. Crystalline secondary phases were also detected in
some tests with LRM glass, even though the solution results did
not indicate that Stage 3 behavior had occurred. Representative
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) photomicrographs of sec-
ondary phases formed on reacted particles are shown in Fig. 4.
The secondary phase formed in tests with AFCI glass was
identified as phillipsite (Na,K,Ca)1-2(Si,Al)8O16•6(H2O) based on
morphology, composition, and X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis and
the secondary phase formed in tests with LRM glass was
tentatively identified as chabazite (Na2K2CaMg)[Al2Si4O12]•6H2O.
Calcite was also detected in tests with AFCI glass. This indicates
the generation of secondary phases was not by itself sufficient to
trigger Stage 3 glass dissolution in these tests, which may be an
artifact of adding K4SiO4 glass and Al(OH)3•2H2O.
The solution pH values and concentrations of glass constituents

generally increased slightly over time as the AFCI and LRM glasses
dissolved at the residual rates. The correlations between the
extent of glass dissolution in tests with LRM glass as quantified by
the cumulative values of NL(B) and the measured pH, Al, and Si
concentrations are plotted in Fig. 5. Tests conducted with the
same amount of Al(OH)3•2H2O are plotted in the same figures,
tests conducted with the same imposed pH values are indicated
by a common symbol: 10.5 (circles), 11.5 (squares), or 12.5
(diamonds), and symbols for tests with the same amount amounts
of K4SiO4 glass are indicated by common coloring: 0.09 g (solid),
0.14 g (open), or 0.20 g (shaded). The initial values of the pH, Al,
and Si concentrations were not measured and the samplings after
21 days represent the combined amounts of Al and Si released by
dissolution of Al(OH)3•2H2O, K4SiO4, and LRM glasses. The results
show the combined effects of the imposed pH and Al and Si
concentrations on the LRM glass dissolution rate based on NL(B),
as the LRM glass is the only source of B in the test. Linear
regression fits are shown by the curves in the semi-log plots. Most
results are fit well, but the pH results for Test LRM3-19 deviate
high.
Corresponding plots for tests with AFCI glass are shown in Fig. 6

grouped by tests with common additions of Al(OH)3•2H2O for
clarity. The Al and Si concentrations (and pH values, not shown)
are linearly correlated with the cumulative NL(B) values during
dissolution at the residual rate, but show different trends after
Stage 3 behavior was triggered in Tests AFCI3-4, AFCI3-8, and
AFCI3-12. The Si and Al concentrations are correlated and anti-
correlated with NL(B), respectively, by logarithmic dependencies
during Stage 3. Note that the Si and Al concentrations in the initial
samplings of Tests AFCI3-4, AFCI3-8, and AFCI3-12 fall on or near
the regression curves defined by the residual rates in other tests
and probably represent the amounts released at the residual rate
before Stage 3 is triggered. The Al concentrations in Tests AFCI3-8
and AFCI3-12 appear to reach lower limiting concentrations in the
last three samplings (perhaps indicating the analytical quantita-
tion limit) that are not well correlated with NL(B). These are shown
as open triangles and were excluded from the regression fit. This

may indicate an Al solubility limit for the phase controlling the Al
concentration, whether that phase is Al(OH)3 or another phase.
There is no indication that the Al concentration affects when the
secondary phases form to trigger Stage 3 or the Stage 3
dissolution rate that results, but the decrease in the Al
concentration seen prior to the Stage 3 trigger may indicate a
necessary process that precedes it.
In order to assess the effects of the pH, Al, and Si concentrations

on the residual dissolution rates, the values measured in the
samples taken after 49 days were used as representative values
corresponding to the residual rate that was determined for that
test. Figure 7a shows the correlations between the Stage 3 rates
measured in tests with AFCI glass and the pH(RT), Al, and Si
concentration for those tests after 49 days. Uncertainty bars are
drawn at ± 10% of the measured Al and Si concentrations and the
derived rates to represent analytical uncertainty. The analytical
uncertainty in the pH values is assumed to be ± 0.02 pH units and
falls within the symbols. The Stage 3 rates are effectively
independent of the low Al concentrations for modeling purposes
but positively correlated with the pH and Si concentrations. The
correlations may indicate an effect of the high glass dissolution
rate in Stage 3 rate on the concentration or that the concentration
may be a contributing cause of that high rate. The pH(RT) and Si
concentrations measured prior to the Stage 3 triggers in the three
tests showing Stage 3 behavior are plotted in Fig. 7b to
differentiate between cause and effect. The horizontal lines show
the measured Si concentrations are constant within analytical
uncertainty until Stage 3 was triggered in each test. The
approximate times at which Stage 3 was triggered in each test
are indicated by the arrows; Si concentrations in samples taken
after Stage 3 was triggered exceed the range of the plot. The high
pH and Si concentrations maintained during the residual rate
regime probably both contribute to Stage 3 being triggered, but
the high Si concentrations attained after Stage 3 was triggered are
a result of the high Stage 3 rate. The measured pH(RT) values
decreased slightly prior to when Stage 3 was triggered and
continued to decrease after Stage 3 was triggered in Test AFCI3-
12. This indicates the high pH values promoted the Stage 3 trigger
but the pH was not affected by the high Stage 3 rate.
The pH(RT) values and Si concentrations in the three tests are

anti-correlated with the amounts of Al(OH)3•2H2O that were
added and the resulting Al concentrations. The solution composi-
tions measured just prior to the Stage 3 triggers are summarized
in Table 2 with the residual rates, Stage 3 trigger times (Point P),
and Stage 3 rates. The trigger times were estimated from the
intersections of the regression fits of the residual and Stage 3
rates. The pH(RT) of 11.9 and average Si concentration 5.8 mM

measured in Test AFCI3-4 prior to the Stage 3 trigger are
interpreted to represent the lower threshold value for each. The
delay in the Stage 3 trigger relative to other tests that attained
slightly higher pH(RT) and Si concentrations prior to the Stage 3
trigger is attributed to the effects of the pH and Si concentration

Fig. 4 Secondary phases generated in tests. a AFCI3-12, scale bar= 30 μm, and b LRM3-16, scale bar= 50 μm
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on the nucleation kinetics of the secondary phase causing the rate
resumption.
The residual rates measured in tests with AFCI and LRM glass

and the representative pH(RT), Al, and Si concentrations for those
tests are plotted in Fig. 8. The horizontal arrows in the pH plots
indicate the drift from the initially imposed pH to the measured
pH values that occurred owing to glass dissolution. The NaOH
solution used to impose the pH provided no buffer capacity and
was overwhelmed by the effect of glass dissolution within the first
test interval. The pH was likely also affected by exposure to
atmospheric CO2 when the vessels were opened for sampling.
Nevertheless, the initially imposed pH values provided a sufficient
range of pH values to assess the effect of pH on the glass
dissolution rate. The ranges of Al and Si concentrations were also
less than expected, but adequate to assess their effects on the
Stage 3 trigger and rate. The residual rates decreased slightly with
increasing pH, Al, and Si concentrations in all test series, but the
correlations are very weak (all R2 < 0.5) and the dependencies are
near the experimental uncertainty. Because the residual rates

decrease as the glass dissolves, neglecting these weak depen-
dences in performance calculations will provide bounding upper
values for residual rates. It will also provide a conservative early
bound for when Stage 3 behavior is triggered by using threshold
solution concentrations and pH values.
The NL(B) values and residual rates are about 10-times higher in

tests with LRM than in tests with AFCI glass under similar
conditions, which represents glass composition effects on the
Stage 1 and residual rates. It is expected that application of this
test method to a range of relevant glass compositions will result in
a range of Stage 1, residual, and Stage 3 rates that can be used to
determine uncertainty ranges for performance modeling. Existing
databases and literature data can be used to provide insights into
those ranges (e.g., ref. 13 and 14).
In summary, modified PCTs conducted with AFCI and LRM

glasses at 90 °C in leachants with various imposed pH values and
added Al and Si were used to assess the effects of those variables
on the glass dissolution rates. The glass dissolution rates were
derived from the time dependence of NL(B) values calculated

Fig. 5 Correlations between NL(B) and Al concentrations measured in imposed conditions PCTs with LRM glass and a–c 0.10 g reagent Al
(OH)3•2H2O or d–f 0.20 g reagent Al(OH)3•2H2O conducted at imposed pH values of 10.5 (circles), 11.5 (squares), or 12.5 (diamonds), and with
~ 0.10 (solid symbols and solid curves), 0.14 (open symbols and dashed curves), or 0.20 g (shaded symbols and dotted curves) added K4SiO4
glass. Curves show linear regression fits
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Fig. 6 Correlations between NL(B) and pH, Al, and Si concentrations in imposed conditions PCTs: a Si and b Al concentrations in tests AFCI3-1,
−2, −3, and −4, c Si, and d Al concentrations in tests AFCI3-5, −6, −7, and −8, and e Si and f Al concentrations in tests AFCI3-9, −10, −11, and
−12. Curves show regression fits

Fig. 7 Correlations in tests with AFCI glass between a pH(RT), Al, and Si concentrations measured at 49 days with Stage 3 rates and b pH(RT)
and Si concentrations measured at 49 days with cumulative test duration. Error bars show estimated test uncertainty
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using concentrations measured in periodic samplings of the test
solutions. The residual and Stage 3 rates were determined from
the slopes of linear regressions for the series of samplings and the
y-intercepts of the residual rate fits were used to determine the
Stage 1 rates. The residual rates for both glasses were essentially
independent of the three variables, but the Stage 1 rates (based

on the y-intercepts) and both the Stage 3 trigger and Stage 3 rates
observed in three tests with AFCI glass were affected by the pH
value. The results indicate the residual rate can be represented by
using a constant value in performance models, but the Stage 1
and Stage 3 rate laws require pH dependency terms. The Stage 3
trigger depends on the pH and Si concentration with threshold
values of about pH 11.9(RT) and 5.8 mM total Si for AFCI glass. The
influence of the Al concentration remains uncertain: it decreased
significantly prior to the occurrence of Stage 3 but was not
correlated with the Stage 3 trigger. Stage 3 was triggered in tests
with AFCI glass but not in tests with LRM glass that attained the
same solution pH. This may be due to differences in the glass
compositions or an artifact of the additives. The modified PCT
method employed in these tests is appropriate for determining
the pH and Si dependencies for other relevant glass compositions
and the sensitivities to the waste glass composition. Tests with
other glasses may provide insights into why Stage 3 behavior did
not occur in these tests with LRM glass.

METHODS
The ASTM C1285 Method B (PCT-B) procedure generates highly
concentrated solutions within short test durations that facilitate the
approach to the Stage 2 residual rate and trigger Stage 3. This is attributed

Table 2. Solution compositions prior to Stage 3 triggers, trigger times,
and Stage 3 rates for AFCI glass

Test No. Solution
composition
prior to trigger

Residual
rate
gm−2 d−1

Stage 3
trigger, days

Stage 3
rate,
g m−2 d−1

Si,
mM

pH (RT)

AFCI3-4 5.8 11.9 0.0034 85 0.13

AFCI3-8 6.6 12.1 0.0013 80 0.17

AFCI3-
12

8.8 12.4 0.0084 60 0.30

Fig. 8 Linear correlations between residual rates for imposed conditions PCT with AFCI glass and a pH(RT) values, b Al concentrations, and c Si
concentrations and with LRM glass and d pH(RT) values, e Al concentrations, and f Si concentrations measured in individual tests after 49 days
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to the use of crushed glass that provides a high glass surface area-to-
solution volume (S/V) ratio. Tests were conducted with LRM glass25 and
AFCI glass26 using a modification of the PCT-B method in which small
amounts of K4SiO4 glass and Al(OH)3•2H2O were added with the glass
being tested and demineralized water to supplement the amounts of Si
and Al released during glass dissolution. The leachant pH values were then
adjusted by adding small amounts of NaOH solution when the test was
initiated. Different amounts of each reagent were added in each test to
assess their separate effects on the dissolution behavior (see Table 1). It
was expected that the added K4SiO4 glass would dissolve completely but
that only a small fraction of the added Al(OH)3•2H2O would dissolve to
increase the Al concentration slightly. Different amounts were added to
provide a sufficient range of pH and Al and Si concentrations to assess
their individual effects, but not to attain specific targeted values in each
test. The additional K was expected to affect the assemblage of secondary
phases, but not the glass dissolution kinetics.
Dissolution rates were determined by analyzing small aliquants of the

solution (~0.9 g) taken at nominally 2-week intervals (starting after 21 days)
to track the evolution of the solution composition and extent of glass
dissolution. The volume of solution that was removed was not replaced to
avoid sudden changes in the solution composition that would have
obscured the effects being assessed. This resulted in small increases in the
S/V ratio during successive intervals that affected the rate slightly, but did
not affect the composition dependence being measured. The effect of
changing S/V ratios was taken into account by using normalized mass loss
values to determine the extent of glass dissolution and dissolution rates.
Solutions were diluted with demineralized water, acidified with conc. nitric
acid, and analyzed by using inductively coupled plasma-mass
spectrometry.
All tests were conducted with crushed (−200+ 325 mesh size fraction)

glass in 100-mL Teflon vessels with demineralized water. Teflon vessels
were used to facilitate frequent sampling. Using a size fraction of glass that
was smaller than that commonly used in PCTs allowed for the use of larger
solution volumes to reduce the impact of taking solution samples on the S/
V ratios and solution compositions: tests were conducted with about 4.5 g
glass in 90mL of solution. The small amount of water lost to evaporation in
the tests at 90 °C was tracked by weighing the assembled vessels weekly
and replaced with demineralized water every week the solution was not
sampled for analysis. Evaporative losses were < ~0.06% per week.
The normalized elemental mass losses were calculated from the

concentrations measured in each sampling as

NLðBÞ ¼ ½B�
f ðBÞS=V (3)

where NL(B) is the normalized elemental mass loss based on the measured
B concentration, [B], f(B) is the mass fraction of B in the glass, S is the initial
geometric surface area of glass in the test, and V is the solution volume.
The glass surface area was based on the mass of glass added during test
initiation and the calculated geometric specific surface area of the crushed
glass, and the elemental mass fractions were based on the nominal glass
compositions, which have been given elsewhere;25,26 the mass fractions of
B in AFCI and LRM glasses are 0.030 and 0.024, respectively. The effective
specific surface area of each size fraction was calculated by modeling the
particles as spheres with diameters equal to the average of the mesh
openings for the size fraction. The initial solution volume was used in all NL
(i) calculations to take the mass of material removed with the analyzed
aliquants into account in the calculated cumulative amount released at
each sampling. Solutions were analyzed by using inductively coupled
plasma-mass spectrometry (PerkinElmer NexION 2000 or PerkinElmer Sciex
ELAN DRC II).
Reacted solids recovered from some tests were examined by using SEM

(Hitachi S-3000N) with energy dispersive X-ray emission spectroscopy (EDS,
Thermo Scientific UltraDry) and by powder XRD (Siemens D5000).
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